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ABSTRACT. IfHI clDuds existin pressure equilibrium in an environment

where gas pressure isa functionof z=distanceand ifHI cloud density isa

function of z=distance,itcan be shown that a quantity calledthe Virial

Measure isa functionof z-distance.The VirialMeasure isthat distanceat

which a cloud would be in gravitationalequilibrium ifitsinternalkinetic

temperature isindicatedby profilelinewidth. The VirialMeasure is

derived from observed cloud parameters and has been calibratedfor clouds

of known distance so that itcan be used to determine the distanceto other

HI clouds. The magnitude of various terms in the virialequation can thus

be derived for several hundred HI clouds. Itisdemonstrated that the

strength of the interstellarmagnetic fieldisa function of z-distance.

I. THE DISTANCE TO HI CLOUDS

The distanceat which an HI cloud would be in gravitationalequilibrium is

very much greater than itsrealdistance. This distance,to be calledthe

VirialMeasure, Dv,has very differentvalues for differentpopulationsof HI

clouds. Sufficientdata existfor clouds of known distance--eitherlocal

clouds or others whose distancescan be determined kinematically--to

allow Dv tobe calibratedwith respect to z-distance.

The VirialMeasure isfound by equating the gravitationalenergy

term, W, with 2 T,the thermal energy term, in the virialequation.
Neglectingother terms

or

W =2T

3GM2 = 3NkT k. (I)

5R
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R - cloud radius,Tk -cloud kinetictemperature, G and k the usual

constants,M the cloud mass, and N the totalnumber of atoms in the cloud.

Itisassumed that the cloud containsonly HI and that observed HI profile

linewidthsare indicativeof cloud kinetictemperatures, T k.

The published data on several hundred HI clouds give values for

cloud mass (Mr-2)in solarmasses at the unknown distance (r,in kpc),the

linewidth at halfpeak intensity(AV, in kin/s) and angular diameter (0,in

degrees) at halfpeak intensity.

Itcan be shown (Verschuur, 1986a) that ifDv isthe distance at

which Equation I issatisfied,then

Dv= _.55f&V)20 Mpc. (2)
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Figure 1. The calibration of the Virial Messure in terms of z-distance.
Filledcirclesrepresent clouds,or tvertges for groups of up to IZOclouds.

whose distances have been estimated by the original authors or were
kinemstically derived in the present work. Small plus signs
indicate disttnce from the sun with the axis shifted 2 units. The Magellsnic

Stream Clouds are represented by four points st the right, but these were not
used todetermine the best-fit line.

.Figure 1 shows the value of By plotted as a function of z-distance.

Details of the calibration are given by Verschuur (1986a). A flat rotation
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law and the newly agreed-upon solarlocationand motion (8.5kpc, 220
kin/s)were used to establishkinematic distancesand these clouds are all

ator beyond the solarcircle.

The best-fitlinedrawn in Figure l,derived without using the

Magellanic Streams clouds at the upper rightof the line,isdefined by

log z - I.I0 log Dv - 2.95 (3)

where z and Dv are in kpc. Thus itappears that ifDv can be derived for a

cloud,the cloud'sdistancecan be found from Equation 3.

In order to highlightthe factthat Dv isa functionof z=distanceand

not of distancefrom the sun,the VirialMeasure values are alsoplotted

with respect to r. These are shiftedverticallyby two decades in Figure I.

No directrelationshipbetween Dv and r exists.

Something other than gravitationalattractionisclearlyactingto

produce the relationshown in Figure I. Itishypothesized that intercloud

gas pressure,which may be a function of z in the halo,determines HI cloud

stability.For the clouds of known distance,and for other HI clouds whose

distancescan now be derived using the relationshipgiven in Equation 3, it
ispossibleto find values ofthe internalgas pressure,nT, as a function of z-

distance. This was done by firstderiving the value for a quantity nTr

directlyfrom published cloud data. From Verschuur (I986a),

nTr - 0.32 AV (Mr-2) cm-3 K kpc. (4)

0

Once a cloud'sdistanceisknown a value for nT can be derived. In

Figure 2 thisquantity is plottedfor allclouds in the data base. The best=fit

linefor the emission clouds in Figure 2 isfound to be

log nT = 3.62 - 0.72 log z (5)

with nT in cm-3 K and z in kpc. Similar data for the Verschuur cold clouds,

the Heilescloudlets,and absorption clouds whose densitiesand diameters

have been measured by independent means, are plottedas plus signs in
Figure 2 and produce
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log nT = 2.45 - 0.78 tog z. (6)
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FigureZ. The gaspressureterm,n?,ass functionofdisumce from the
gsl_ctic disk for clouds observed in emission (filled circles) and absorption
(plus signs). The distances to the cs/ibrstors are independently known while
the distance to all the clouds were found from Equation 3, The Verschuur cold
clouds and a point representing the Heiles cloudlets have been included with
thisgroup. The best-fitlinestothesetwosetsofdltt¢show clo_ and distinct
differencesaswellasa common z-dependence.

Several important pointsemerge from a study of Figure 2:

I. The gas pressure in the emission features isclearlya functionof

z-distance.

2. IfHI clouds existin pressure equilibrium then we cannot have a

conditionwhere one group of clouds,those seen in emission,existin a

higher pressure regime than do the colder,absorption,clouds at the same

z-distances.Examination of the initialassumptions reveals that emission

profilelinewidth isprobably not a measure of cloud kinetictemperature.

Some other cause for linebroadening must be found, and whatever the

reason itwillhave to account for the relationshipfound in Figure I.

3. Several clouds are located at very great distancesfrom the disk,

more than 100 kpc away. However, the analysisimplicitlyassumes that nT

isstratifiedparallelto the galacticdisk. This assumption needs to be

modified because at greater distanceshalo gas pressure--which must
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utimatety changes smoothly into to an intergalactic gas pressurewis more

likely to be dependent on distance from the galactic center. The 'halo' gas

pressure term is likely to drop to some ambient intergalactic value at

distances of the order of several hundred kpc and the absolute value of

derived distancesbeyond thisare likelyto be in error. The availabledata

do indicatethat the so-calledvery-high-velocityclouds and the Magellanic

Stream clouds liein intergalacticspace.
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Figure 3. HI cloud density as s function of distance from the galactic disk.
Filled circles refer to the emission clouds while the plus signs refer to the cold
cloud sad absorption line data. The line was fitted only to the emission clouds
yet the abserption cloud inform&tion, determined in a completely independent
mJmner, fits this line very well.

Next, the values for cloud densitiescan be determined from the data.

This was done by taking the nT values and dividingby a temperature given

by the linewidth,originallyassureed to indicateT k. Figure 3 plotsthe

value of HI cloud density versus z=distanceand shows that thisisalso

z-dependent. The best=fitlineisgiven by

log n =0.18 - 1.14 log z. (7)

The absorption lineand cold cloud data are plottedas small plus

signs and lie on an extension of the line fit to the emission cloud data or
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disappear intothe jumble of these data. The densitiesfor these two setsof

clouds were determined by independent methods.

2. WHY VIRIAL MEASURE IS A FUNCTION OF Z-DISTANCE

Itcan be shown that ifboth the nT and n values are functions of z,then Dv

must be a functionof z as well.

Consider Equations 5 and 6 in the form

nT = A z a (8)

and

n=Bz_. (9)

Ifwe ignoreconstant terms, we can consider the parameters applicableto a

cloud of diameter e at a height z kpc. Itsmass, M, willbe given by n R3

where R isthe cloud radius given by

R = e_=£r.

2

Therefore, usingEquation 9,we can write

M=Bz_ e3r3. (I0)

The lefthand sideof Equation I can then be written as

W =(Bz_)ZeSrS, (II)

ignoringother constant tarms.

For the right=hand sideof Equation I,we can write

2T=NkT k =nTR3

Using Equation 8,we obtain

2T= Azae3r 3. (12)

Dv, was originallydefined by settingEquations lI and 12 equal.

Thus, solvingfor Dv, and evaluating the constants,we find that
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2B)
lh, = IA.t xz 2

e BZ

(13)

From Figures 2 and 3 we derived Equations 5 and 7 and thus have

values for A, B, a, and 9. Equation 13 then becomes

D v = 47.46 x z 0.785 (14)

0

The VirialMeasure is found to be a functionof angular diameter as

well as z-distance,in which case we may ask why such a dramatic

relationshipbetween D v and z,as was revealed in Figure I,became

manifested? Itturns out thatthe majority of the clouds have diameters in

the range 0.4<0<1.2"with the median value of 0 for the calibratorsof I"

Thus, to firstorder,we can assume that 0 isa constant and, setting0= I,

Equation 14 becomes

log z = 1.27 Iog Dv - 2.14. (15)

Equation 15 has the same form as Equation 3--which was based on

observations. The exponent isthe same, within observational uncertainty,

but the constant term isa littledifferent.Uncertaintiesin the assumptions

of a plane=parallellayered galaxy,cloud definition(assumption of cloud

symmetry), observationalscatter,and so on, may be actingto make the

agreement lessthan perfect.

Itappears that the Dv-z relationisthe consequence of the hydrogen

clouds being in pressure equilibrium in a medium in which nT and cloud HI

density are both functionsof z_ The VirialMeasure may be used to

determine the distance toother HI clouds,provided they have

approximately the same angular diameter as the calibrators.

3. CLOUD PROPERTIES AND THE STRENGTH OF THE INTERSTELLAR FIELD

During an early phase of thisresearch an interesting'coincidence'was

noticed in connection to the gas pressure term, nT. Ifone could account for
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linebroadening interms of an Alfven velocityspread, the strength of the

interstellarmagnetic fieldcould be simply relatedto nT. This idea had a

short half-lifebut caused the author to look at the published 21 -cm Zeeman

effectdata inorder to determine whether the magnetic fieldin HI clouds

might be a functionof z-distance.Figure 4 shows the resultsof thiswork,

summarized by Verschuur (1986b).
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Figure 5. ?he strength of the intersteUtr eutgnetic field based on Zeem_n
effect measurements in HI clouds as s function of z-distance of the clouds.
Errorbsrs indicatetwo standard deviations.The upper lineisthebest-fitto
theZeenmn data.The lowerlineisa fieldderivedfrom equatingthethermal
energy contentwith m_gneticenergy inemissioncloudsbelievedtobe in
pressureequilibriumwiththeirenvironment. Cloudkinetictemperatureis
assumedtobe 80 K.

The important point that emerges from Figure 5 isthat the

interstellarmagnetic fieldstrength may, indeed, alsobe a function of

z=distance.At z<IO0 pc itappears that the B > I0 pGauss, enough to align

interstellardust grains (Aanestad and Purcell,1973).

The line fitted to the field detections, all line-of-sight components, is

given by:

Iog B = 0.38 - 0.64 Iog Z (16)
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with B in pGauss and z in kpc.

An independent means for finding the value of the interstellar

magnetic fieldissuggested by the distance analysisdiscussedin thispaper.

Once an HI cloud'sdistanceisknown we are able to derive allits

properties,provided itskinetictemperature isknown. Based on an

examination of the n-z plotin Figure 3,and recognizingthatthe absorption

cloud kinetictemperatures are well-known, and around 80 K,itisseen that

the 'true'value for the cloud pressure may be found by adopting a value
for the cloud kinetictemperature of about 80 K. Thus the values of the

cloud gravitationalenergy content,W, the thermal content,2 T(Equation I),

and the magnetic energy content,M (,,B2/8TtX Volume), can be derived,

where B is assumed to be given by Equation 16.
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Figure 5 The ratio of magnetic energy content, M. to thermal energy
content. 2 rfor all the emisson clouds in the datz-base plotted as function of
z-distsace The field strength. B, was derived from Equation 16 sad the va/ue
ofT k was tzken to be 80 K in all clouds

The values of W, 2 T,and M were derived for several hundred clouds

in the data base and Figure 5 shows the ratioof MI2 T as a functionof

z=distance.This ratioisz-dependence and given by

log(II/2_ =0.68- 0.38logz. (16)
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Figure 5 implies that at low z-distanceseither the fielddominates the

gas pressure--contrary to our originalassumptions and interpretationof

the data (above)--or the strength of the adopted field(based on the

Zeeman data) istoo large.Thus thisapproach was reversed. Under the

assumption that the clouds are in pressure equilibrium and fieldsare

frozen-inone may find the value of the fieldstrength that would cause the

two energy terms, 2 T and M, to balance. Using Equation 16,the mean

interstellar magnetic field strength is given by:

log B = 0.05 - 0.57 Iog Z. (18)

The form of Equation 18 was sketched in Figure 4 as the lower line.

The exponent is nearly the same as indicated by the Zeeman effect

data--Equation 16. The field strength derived from equating magnetic and

thermal energy densities would be more directly equal to that found from

the Zeeman effect data if Tk= 300 K. However, the clouds in which the

Zoeman measurements indicate the strongest fields are also found to have a

gravitational energy content of the same order as the thermal content,

suggesting that these clouds might be near to gravitational equilibrium.

The fields in these clouds may be 'amplified' by gravitational contraction of

these clouds, but if this is true the amplification must be considered with

respect to ambient densities and fields indicated by the n-z and B=z plots

rather than taken with respect to a mean density assumed for all of

interstellar space, as was done in previous analyses. (Verschuur, 1970,

Troland and Heiles, 1982).

4. CALIBRATION USING THE MAGBLLANIC STREAM CLOUDS

The Magellanic Stream Cloud data originally drew this author's attention to

the Dv-z relationship. According to Lin and Lynden=Bell (1982) the tail of
the Stream, where most of these clouds are found, is about 60 kpc from the

sun. If we take this to be approximately the same as their effective

z=distance then the calibration presented in Figure I can be redone. This

work gives

logz- log -z.7t. (t9)

Using this Equation, the nT-z and n-z dependences for the clouds

were again determined and now found to be given by
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log nT = 3.63 - 0.69 log z (20)

and

log n = 0.17 - 1.15 log z. (21)

When Dv isderived from Equations 20 and 21 (usingEquation 13)

we find that

log z = 1.24 log Dv - 2. I I. (22)

The diferencesbetween Equations 22 and 23 are smaller than were

found between equations 15 and 3 which suggests that the distance

calibrationusing the MSCs isa more validway to approach these data. In

other words, itmay be possibleto iterateusing these parameters to find

the best overallagreement. In future a far largerdata base and/or a better

model for the entireMagellanic Stream willallow a more accurate

calibrationof the VirialMeasure in terms of z=distanceand may even

reveal second order terms. Verschuur (1986a) willrecommend that in the

meantime the MSCs be used to set the Dv calibrationaccording to Equation

19.
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